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The Île de France Sustainable Bond
deal of the year
Investors snapped up this first-of-a-kind bond –
which raised €350 million for French municipality
Île de France to direct to social and environmental
projects

ernance performance – with Île de France scoring the
highest among the 26 European local authorities Vigeo
rates. “For investors investing in these types of bonds,
it’s equally important for them to know the issuer as a
whole is achieving good social and environmental performance,” says Estelle Mironesco, director of Vigeo’s
SRI department.
Half of the funds raised will be invested in environmental projects, mostly supporting clean energy
projects such as installing renewable energy in school
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n March this year, French local
authority Region Île de France
opened a new and potentially
significant part of the environÎle de France became the first local authority
mental bond market. With its €350
million ($445 million) Sustainable
in Europe to tap green bond investors
Bond, it became the first local authority in Europe to tap green
buildings, but with some directed towards biodiversity
bond investors.
protection schemes. The other half will be spent on soThe revenues from the bond –
cial projects, mostly in housing.
rated AA+ by Standard & Poor’s
As with similar environmental bonds from the likes of
– will be directed towards projects
the World Bank, bond investors are not directly exposed
designed to improve sustainability
to the projects themselves, but to the credit risk of the
within the region. Île de France is
issuer. Nonetheless, during the roadshows, investors exFrance’s largest region, incorporatpressed considerable interest in the underlying projects,
ing Paris and producing 30% of the
Bosche-Lenoir says.
country’s GDP.
Anne Bosche-Lenoir, Île de France:
“One of the purposes of the transaction was to re“We’ve been following develop“One of our objectives is to show
inforce the link between SRI investors and the issuer,”
ments within the green bond marother local entities that they could
says Claquin. “And it’s not very often that a bond issuer
ket,” explains the authority’s deputy
also target this market”
gives the opportunity to SRI analysts to ask questions
general manager, Anne Bosche-Ledirectly.”
noir. “We thought we could launch a bond issue that’s
Île de France has also committed to reporting annuin line with our sustainable development strategy ... and
ally on the progress of the projects the bond is financing,
which could help us communicate that strategy.”
Bosche-Lenoir says – another element welcomed by SRI
“We were also told by the banks that there was deinvestors. The authority will use an extensive informamand from SRI [socially responsible] investors,” she
tion system that it has put in place over the past few
added.
years, allowing it to report to investors without adding
Indeed, co-bookrunners Crédit Agricole Corporate
to its costs, she adds.
and Investment Bank (CIB) and BNP Paribas drummed
The bond was predominantly bought by French
up plenty of interest. Within half an hour, they had reinvestors (accounting for 84% of demand), with
ceived bids for €620 million of bonds, and were able to
the remainder placed with German and Austrian
price the 12-year issue at the bottom of its range, paying
investors. Bosche-Lenoir says that strong demand
a coupon of 3.625% – at that time the lowest achieved
meant that the book-runners decided not to marby a French local authority in 2012, Crédit Agricole CIB
ket the bond in the Nordic region and the Nethsays.
erlands, but she adds that Île de France is likely to
Tanguy Claquin, its Paris-based head of sustainable
seek to broaden the investor base for future susbanking, says that it is impossible to know the degree
tainable bond issues – including to the UK.
to which demand was triggered because of the bond’s
“I have permission to go ahead and perhaps
social and environmental characteristics, but he estilaunch a new issue next year, in the same way,”
mates that around 30% of the buyers were SRI investors.
Bosche-Lenoir adds. “Our executive was very
“Some say they invested because it is socially responsipleased with this issue.”
ble, some say it was part of the decision-making process
“One of our objectives is to show other local
and some say it made no difference,” he says.
Tanguy Claquin, Crédit
entities that they could also target this market. At
Another element in the appeal of the issue was the
Agricole: bond helped
the moment, there is a shortage of financing … we
high sustainability rating that Île de France has been
to “reinforce the link
wanted to show that there are other ways” of raisawarded by Vigeo. The Paris-based rating firm asbetween SRI investors
ing money. 
EF
sesses issuers on their environmental, social and govand the issuer”
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